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Implementation Best
Practices
An Autodesk MapGuide® Enterprise site is
essentially a web implementation that is influenced
by factors such as number of users, frequency of
visits, and other parameters that affect traffic. This
white paper discusses best practices and helps
you make choices that optimize your Autodesk
MapGuide Enterprise implementation.
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Implementation Best Practices
The contents of this white paper consist of best practices to be used as guidelines. For
formalized testing, scaling, and performance-enhancing methodology, contact your local
Autodesk Authorized Reseller for Training and Consulting Services. For more information
about Autodesk Consulting contact your Autodesk Account Executive or visit
www.autodesk.com/consulting

When optimizing an Autodesk MapGuide® Enterprise software implementation,
organizations should consider the following:
•

Optimum hardware and server size

•

Map/layer settings

•

Web server settings

•

Autodesk MapGuide Server configuration

•

Data source optimizations
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Optimum Hardware and Server Size
This methodology helps identify a ballpark metric for your hardware setup. The most
accurate way to size a server is to perform a web stress test with several user requests
simultaneously hitting the server to mimic the maximum request rate that a site would
expect during peak hours.

The first step to optimizing an Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise implementation is to ensure
that the server is sized to effectively support the application requirements.
First, this white paper looks at a general strategy to help ensure that your hardware can
manage the sort of load your Autodesk MapGuide application will support.
Traffic to your website is perhaps the most important factor that determines the
performance of a web-based application. In particular, the number of requests per second
that need to be supported during peak periods on the site provides a good estimation of
the hardware sizing. A generic process to determine the number of requests received per
second is given below:
The size of the expected load can be approximated by calculating the following
parameters:
•

Hit rate—requests per second

•

Hit size—data complexity

Peak Hit Rate
Factors to consider while calculating the hit rate include the following:
•

How many users will the site support?
For example, will it support a large number of users over the Internet, or will there
just be a handful of users in an intranet environment?
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•

How often and when will users visit the site?
Will there be peak hours when everyone visits, causing a peak load or “spike,” or
will requests be spread more evenly throughout the day? For example, if users
tend to visit the site during a three-hour period in the morning, but most of them
access the site during the same 30-minute period, those 30 minutes would be
considered your peak period.

•

How many requests will a user make during each visit?
For example, can users look up information in a few steps, or do they need to
pan, zoom, generate reports, and perform other tasks that send requests to the
server?

Note: Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise requests are executed primarily on the server.
Therefore a single operation such as a pan or a selection does not always mean a single
request executed on the server. In fact, with AJAX-based applications, several
simultaneous requests might be executed at any given time for each user operation. For
the present purposes, consider the following table for an estimate on requests made per
user operation.
Table 1: Requests per operation
User Operation

Server
Requests

HTTP Requests Calls

Pan, Zoom

2

GETVISIBLEMAPEXTENT—to calculate visible
client area
GETDYNAMICMAPOVERLAY—to generate map
image

Select

2

QUERYMAPFEATURES—to select the feature
GETDYNAMICMAPOVERLAY— to show feature
highlighted

FDO Query (search
functions, query, and so
forth)

2

One for query form and one for execute

Map manipulation (a
programmatic change in
Map)

3

One for manipulation script, followed by
GETVISIBLEMAPEXTENT and
GETDYNAMICMAPOVERLAY

Tip: Consider using an HTTP debugging proxy such as Fiddler (www.fiddlertool.com) to
accurately gauge number of requests made as a part of standard usage of the application.
After answering these questions, you should be able to determine the maximum number
of requests per second you need to support. Multiply the number of users you estimate
will hit during your peak period (in hours) by the number of times they visit during those
hours, and then multiply that number by the number of requests you estimate they will
make to the server during each visit. Last, divide that number by the number of seconds in
the peak period (one hour equals 3,600 seconds). The equation looks like this:

users x visits per user x requests per visit
-------------------------------------------------------- = requests per second (hit rate)
peak hours x 3,600
Example Scenario:
An Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise deployment on an intranet shows the location of all the
work orders for the day. Assume that your site supports 500 users, 400 of whom visit the
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site once in the peak three-hour period (in the morning before carrying out the work
orders), and that each one’s tasks result in about 30 requests per visit (10 zoom/pans =
20 requests, 5 selects = 10 requests, 5 prints = 5 requests, total 35 requests). The
calculation would be as follows:

400 x 1 x 35
----------------- = 1.296 requests per second
3 x 3600

Peak Hit Size
In addition to simultaneous requests, you need to consider the type of data being served.
Are the maps primarily vector data, which loads quickly, or are there raster images (such
as satellite photos), which are much larger and therefore take more time to process? Map
authors can improve performance by including only pertinent data on each layer, but if you
have a lot of raster data to serve, you need more server power than if you had only vector
data.
Note: The type of viewer, based on the DWF™ specification or based on AJAX, requires
that you consider additional parameters. For example, with AJAX, each map operation
requires a draw of the exiting view on the server, whereas with the DWF option, the data
is streamed in as a DWF e-Map. You might find that with the use of base map or tiles, the
base tile images are pre-generated, substantially reducing the time required to draw.
These variables are not considered in the current formula.
You also need to determine whether your data set is simple, medium, or complex. This
can be a difficult generalization to make, but it helps you in determining the server
configuration that maximizes performance—the next step of the process. Use these
guidelines to help you determine your data’s complexity:
Simple: Data includes small vector data files, raster images, and local data sources.
Maps use simple themes and have no more than five layers visible simultaneously, with
less than 100 features visible simultaneously per layer.
Medium: Data includes larger vector data files, several megabytes of raster images, small
to midsize client-server or local data sources, and relational database data sets. Maps use
more complex themes and have 5 to 10 layers visible simultaneously, with 100 to 500
features visible simultaneously per layer.
Complex: Data includes very large vector data files, very large raster images and
catalogs, large client-server data sources, and large relational database data sets. Maps
use complex themes and have more than 10 layers visible simultaneously, with more than
500 features visible simultaneously per layer.

Calculating Optimal Size
Now that you have an idea of how many requests per second you must process and are
aware of your data’s complexity, you can validate your server configuration.
In the following table, find your Hit Size (data complexity) in the first column, and then find
your Hit Rate (requests per second) in that row. This will put you into one of three
categories: small, mid range, or power.
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Small

Mid Range

Power

Simple

<1 request/second

~2 requests/second

4+ requests/second

Medium

<0.5 requests/second

~1 request/second

2+ requests/second

Complex

<0.25 request/second

~5 request/second

1+ request/second

Based on the earlier scenario, if the map being used can be considered to be of medium
hit size as it contains approximately 7 simultaneously visible layers, with a request rate of
1.296, you would need at least the mid-range hardware configuration below.
The following are general guidelines for minimum recommended system configurations for
small, mid-range, and power configurations:
Small
Single Server (Server + Web
Tier)
®

®

Mid Range
Single Server (Server + Web
Tier)

Intel Pentium III or higher 1
GHz, 1 GB RAM

Pentium III or higher 2 GHz, 1
GB RAM

Single CPU

Consider dual CPU or dual
core

Power
Multiple Servers (Separate Web
Tier and Autodesk MapGuide
Server Tier and/or Database
Tier)
2 GHz Pentium III or higher, 1
GB RAM
Consider using multiprocessor or
multi-core CPUs
Consider hardware-level load
balancing and mirrored servers

Note: These are rough server size estimates meant for gauging whether the servers are
capable of handling the kind of requests expected of your application. The only accurate
way to know for sure is to perform a stress test on your setup.
Load balancing means setting up multiple servers so that requests are distributed
efficiently among them. If you have problems with outages, or if it is absolutely crucial that
your site not go down, set up a mirrored architecture.
For example, if you have two servers, you could add a second server that exactly
duplicates each server’s structure. Then if one of the servers goes down, a backup server
can take its place. You can also combine a mirrored architecture with load balancing.
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Map/Layer Settings
The new paradigm with Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise is predominantly
server based, that is, the server handles most of the data processing and user
interaction. As such, you can use the following tweaks to control the amount
of processing the server needs to perform while authoring your maps and
®
layers with the Autodesk MapGuide Studio application.

Limiting Visibility by Scale
Using Autodesk MapGuide Studio, one can set layer visibility by scale

To reduce the amount of data that needs to be processed on the server, use Autodesk
MapGuide Studio to set up map layers to display at a higher zoom level (zoom in closer).
For example, when a map layer’s visibility is set to the scale of 1:25,000, it needs to
process only 25 percent of the data than when visibility is set to 1:50,000. In the case of
the DWF viewer option, the amount of data being streamed in is less in the first instance.

Making Map Layers Available but Not Visible
In Autodesk MapGuide Studio, you can define layers that do not initially appear on the
map but that the user or your application can turn on and view as needed.
These layers appear in the Autodesk MapGuide Viewer legend without a check mark.
Autodesk MapGuide Studio and Autodesk MapGuide Viewer request the data from
Autodesk MapGuide Server and process the layer only when the layer name is selected.
This is also true for raster-based layers
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Setting Layers as Non-selectable
If you have layers in your map that do not require a tooltip, make them non-selectable to
exclude the layer from being processed while trying to generate a tooltip.
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Using JPG Instead of PNG (for AJAX)
You can greatly increase the speed of a site by having Autodesk MapGuide server
generate maps as JPG rather than PNG. The file size of JPG images created for the
AJAX viewer application can be smaller that the corresponding PNG image. There is a
trade-off in terms of visual quality, however, as the PNG format generally has higher
display quality. From a performance standpoint, using JPG files can improve performance
of the application considerably.
To do this, edit the RequestMapImage() function of the ajaxmappane.templ file and
change the FORMAT parameter to JPG instead of PNG.
The ajaxmappane.templ file is found in the <install
directory>\WebServerExtensions\www\viewerfiles folder

Using Base Layers (for
AJAX)
This tweak works with the AJAX viewer. You
can set several layers that are constant (don’t
change often) as the base map tile layer.
This creates a set of tiled images that are
loaded on demand by the viewer depending on
the area being viewed.
This technique works well with raster layers,
too, since the server doesn’t need to process
the raster image for each view operation.
It helps to use as few base layer groups as
possible within the base layers section. This
technique works well because all the layers that
are in a single base layer group are rendered on
the same tile. This results in shorter display times as the tile is prerendered and cached.
The trade-off, however, is that individual layers within the group cannot be turned on and
off independently.

Using a Single Coordinate System
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Autodesk MapGuide software automatically translates data in various coordinate systems
to the map coordinate system. However, setting the map coordinate system to that of the
data source reduces the number of coordinate transforms required, thereby reducing time
required to collate and generate the map.
This is also true of very large data sets. This tweak can significantly reduce the coordinate
transformation overhead, improving selectability and general map interaction. Ideally, you
could pre-translate all your source data into the single coordinate system using tools such
as AutoCAD® Map 3D software prior to using them with Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise.

Using Filters, Themes, and Display Rules

Every layer setting can be considered to be an operation that the server needs to execute.
Although these operations are insignificant taken individually, limiting the number of
operations the server needs to execute can improve performance of your application.
Each filter is translated to an FDO filter that is applied on the data source via the Autodesk
MapGuide feature services engine, which in turn relies on the underlying data source.
These data operations might have a larger footprint, depending on the type and size of
data. Using themes and display rules over filters in such instances can make a difference
in performance times.
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Web Server Settings
Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise works on two supported web servers,
Apache and IIS, each of which has its own performance tuning and
optimizing techniques. In addition, PHP, JSP, and .NET all have techniques
that can help optimize specific implementations as well.

Tuning Fast CGI
The default FastCGI settings used for IIS and Apache are appropriate for
single and dual CPU/core machines. If you are using a four-way or eightway box, the number of concurrent agents is probably too low. Setting the number of
concurrent agents to 2x the number of processors/cores would be appropriate.
For IIS, the following two registry settings control the number of agents. They should be
changed together:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\FASTCGI
MaxServers REG_DWORD 4
ThreadPoolSize REG_DWORD 4
For Apache, the maxClassProcesses on the following line in httpd.conf (Windows) or
mapguide.conf (Linux) controls the number of agents.
FastCgiConfig -idle –timeout 120 –minProcesses 1 -maxClassProcesses 4 multiThreshold 100 -singleThreshold 100

Stress Testing
There are several tools for stress testing a web application such as the Apache JMeter
and Microsoft’s WAST tool. Using these tools, you can accurately gauge the hardware
and software configurations of the Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise application.
For usage instructions and tutorials, consult the following resources:
•

Microsoft Web Application Stress Tool:
www.microsoft.com/technet/archive/itsolutions/intranet/downloads/webstres.mspx

•

Apache Jmeter: jakarta.apache.org/jmeter

As a general guideline, requests made to the Autodesk MapGuide web server extensions
are HTTP requests in the form of GET and POST.
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Autodesk MapGuide Server
Configuration
The Autodesk MapGuide Server service or daemon uses
the parameters specified in the serverconfig.ini file.
Tweaking some of the FeatureServiceProperties
parameters can help improve feature service request
times. These include the following:

Increasing Cache Size
The cache size parameter in the server determines the
amount of memory allocated to the Autodesk MapGuide Server process. By setting the
parameters as shown, you might be able to improve request times:
CacheSize = 100 (3 x the number of layers you are serving should be
sufficient)

Turning on Data Connection and Pooling
The serverconfig.ini file which is found in the bin folder of the Autodesk MapGuide Server
install directory contains a few settings that can be tweaked to enable connection pooling.
Connection pooling enables the Autodesk MapGuide service to use existing connections
in memory thereby reducing overhead.
DataConnectionPoolEnabled = 1 (turn it on)
DataConnectionPoolExcludedProviders = none (turn connection pooling on
for all feature sources)
DataConnectionPoolSize = 100 (>= number of feature sources you are
serving)
Note: By turning data connection pooling on, files
may be locked as the data remains in memory
and may affect write operations, such as extract
packages, that overwrite data connections that
are in use.
®

Also, in some instances such as with Oracle
advanced security, the use of connection pooling
might be counterproductive.

Plugging Memory Leaks,
Stopped Services
Although care is taken in designing software,
there are sometimes memory leaks in web-based
applications and application servers, given the
complexity and number of dependent processes.
What might appear to be a minor memory leak
can accumulate over time and affect general
server performance.
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One workaround is to write a routine to occasionally restart your web server service,
thereby freeing up orphaned resources. Setting the Autodesk MapGuide service to restart
automatically may also help in the event that the service has shut down.
You might want to look at the service log files to determine the cause for the Autodesk
MapGuide service to stop and rectify it to prevent it in the future.

Data Source Optimizations
Performance enhancements can be made on the data sources themselves with the use of
database optimization and the right file-based format for the application.

Using the SDF File Format
The SDF file format is an efficient, platform-neutral format and generally has good
performance. The conversion of data to SDF format where possible might improve
performance in some cases, especially with large data sets.

Subsample Vector Data

While uploading data to the Autodesk MapGuide Server, Autodesk MapGuide Studio can
generalize or subsample the data automatically, creating less dense data that could be
used at a higher-scale view of the map. Less data to process means that maps can be
built faster. At a lower-scale view, the original data set can be used to display higherresolution vectors that typically are limited by the view window, making processing more
efficient.

Joined Databases/Views/Queries
Map layers that use joined attribute tables are generally slower than layers that have
attributes within the feature source itself. Also, views and server-side queries might affect
performance, depending on the architecture of the underlying database and whether they
have been indexed or optimized.

Connection Speed
The connection speeds to the database server can affect performance (Oracle® Server,
Microsoft® SQL Server™, and so forth).

Database Server Speed
How quickly can your database server respond? Is it under constant heavy use? Can you
break out your data to another database server that is less heavily loaded?

Number of Servers
Is the database server on the same computer as the Autodesk MapGuide Server? The
rule of thumb is to avoid running your client-server database server, such as Oracle
Server or SQL Server, on the same computer as the Autodesk MapGuide Server.
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Running them on the same computer decreases performance, because the Autodesk
MapGuide Server and the database server are competing for the same memory and CPU
®
resources. Conversely, if you are using file-based data such as SDF files, ERSI SHP
®
files, or Microsoft Access databases, try to keep the data files local to the server
computer to optimize file I/O speed.

Indexing of Data and Use of Indexed Primary Keys
Are you using indexes, keys, and database design optimizations to your advantage?
While using open database connectivity (ODBC) data sources to display X, Y, or latitude
and longitude coordinates, consider indexing the lat, lon, or x and y columns.

SQL Complexity and Optimization
Is your SQL optimized for your database? Techniques vary depending on your database
vendor and your data. For example, optimized SQL using hints in Oracle can greatly
improve database response times.

Optimize Raster Layers
Raster image files can be quite large. Thus, map authors should work efficiently when
creating raster map layers. There are several ways to optimize the performance of raster
layers:
•

Subsample large images.
If you need to display large raster data sets at small scales (when zoomed out),
consider sub-sampling the raster images. Sub-sampling reduces the amount of
detail and data in the file.

•

Use image formats with raster pyramids.
Image formats, such as ECW and MrSID® formats, have built-in “pyramids” that
allow the image readers to generate a view based on the view scale with minimal
overhead. These formats have more efficient algorithms for data display than
JPG and TIFF files and are significantly smaller as well.

•

Create tiled TIFF files.
Improve performance by converting raster images such as geo-referenced JPG
files or standard TIFF files to the tiled TIFF format. Tiling images in TIFF format
causes Autodesk MapGuide Server to use much less memory and allows it to
randomly access different parts of the image better.

Other Factors
Several other factors also affect the optimal server size. This section provides a list of
these factors to consider when planning your setup.
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Server
The following server related factors could affect Autodesk MapGuide performance
Disk Performance
In the case of tiled cache and base layers, disk performance can play a part, especially in
cases where data is stored on network drives and in folders.
Other Applications running on the Server
Servers that run multiple applications might have CPU cycle priority issues whereby
certain applications have a higher priority than your Autodesk MapGuide application.
Some applications (such as a relational database running on the same machine as the
Autodesk MapGuide Server), can take up several CPU cycles, which may affect the
process.

Network/Internet
Network and Internet bandwidth plays a part in the overall throughput of data to the end
users and the following factors should be taken into account.
LAN/Internet Connection Speed
How quickly can Autodesk MapGuide Enterprise talk to other servers and clients?
Network Traffic/Load
How many other simultaneous requests are the web server, Internet, and network
handling? What is peak load, and when does it occur?
Proxy Server/Firewall Setting/Antivirus Systems
Some firewalls and antivirus systems have been known to block or slow down requests to
files that are being accessed by the server. In such cases you might want to configure the
Autodesk MapGuide Server as an enabled service.
File Storage
Are you storing many of the files that Autodesk MapGuide Server needs (SDF files, raster
files, database files) locally on the server? Or are they being retrieved from a shared
network location?
Network latency may play a part if you have a segmented or distributed system with
different loads on different segments.

Resources
The guidelines in this white paper were created to help you determine your performance
needs and give you ideas for ways to improve the performance of your Autodesk
MapGuide Enterprise implementation. For more information, consult the following
resources:
•

Autodesk MapGuide product center—Get the latest information on all versions
of Autodesk MapGuide, including the free data migration tool from the Autodesk
website at www.autodesk.com/mapguide.

•

Autodesk MapGuide discussion group—Here you will find the Autodesk
MapGuide discussion group, which is an excellent resource for sharing and
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obtaining information from your peers. Visit
www.autodesk.com/discussiongroup-mapguide.
•

Autodesk MapGuide developer discussion group—The Autodesk MapGuide
developer discussion group is another great resource for development issues.
Visit www.autodesk.com/discussiongroup-mapguide-developer.

•

MapGuide Open Source website (OSGeo.org)—this site is the destination for
information about MapGuide Open Source. Download the latest release from this
site and join the mailing lists at mapguide.osgeo.org.

•

Autodesk Design Review product center—Download the free* Autodesk®
Design Review software, which can be used with MapGuide Open Source, at
www.autodesk.com/designreview.

*This product is subject to the terms and conditions of the end-user license agreement that accompanies download
of this software.
Autodesk, AutoCAD, Autodesk MapGuide,, and DWF are registered trademarks or trademarks of Autodesk, Inc., in
the USA and/or other countries. OSGeo is a trademark of the Open Source Geospatial Foundation in the USA
and/or other countries.All other brand names, product names, or trademarks belong to their respective holders.
Autodesk reserves the right to alter product offerings and specifications at any time without notice, and is not
responsible for typographical or graphical errors that may appear in this document.
© 2007 Autodesk, Inc. All rights reserved.
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